In 1959, Cheney and Goldstein [6] (see also Goldstein [7] ) proposed an algorithm for solving the problem of minimizing a convex function: At each itération v of this algorithm, a polyhedral approximation of the problem is associated to a suitable subset A v consisting of n +1 points of S u U. Using the exchange theorem (Stiefel [11, 12, 13] ; see also [8, 9] ) a new element t v e S u U is introduced: Médicale de Grenoble  ( 2 ) U E R de Sciences, Université de Saiat-Étienne, Saint-Étienne only supposed to be bounded. Moreover, no Haar condition is introduced. At each itération, we consider a séquence of nested minimization problems. The algorithm is based on an extension of the exchange theorem in which the exchanged quantities are not just a single point {see [3, 4] ). The idea of the algorithm is similar to the recursive method introduced by Töpfer [14] , [15] {see also [3] ) for problems of Tchebycheff best approximation.
In the case of a best approximation problem the algorithm becomes an extension of the Rémès aigorithm {see [5] ). For other applications, see [2] .
PROBLEM AND ASSUMPTIONS
We dénote by E the n-dimensional Euclidean space and by < x, x' > the usual inner-product of x and x' in E.
The minimization problem
We dénote by L a finite set with l éléments (/ < n) and by S and U two arbitrary sets. Suppose that L, S and U have no common point and let T=Su U.
Let b and c be two bounded mappings from Lu Tinto E and R respectively (i. e., b{T) and c{T) are bounded).
We define the functionals ƒ and g by:
/(x)=Sup«x,6(t)>-c(t)).
teS teU
It is easy to see that ƒ and g are continuous convex functionals defined on E with values in R,
We defîne the affine variety W by:
It is convenient to suppose that the b(t),teL are linearly independant and that they span a /-dimensional subspace:
Thus, the affine variety ^is parallel to V 1 , the orthogonal complement of F, and has the dimension n -L The problem (P) consists in minimizing ƒ (x) with x satisfying:
for teL i. e., xe Put:
for f et/.
go.
and suppose that a is finite. An element xeE is called a solution of (P) if:
O and
An element XGE will be called an e-solution of(P) (with e > 0) if:
For a given e > 0 (arbitrarily small), the algorithm that we are going to describe, will give, after a finite number of itérations (depending on e), an s-solution of (P). The effective use of the method requires that for numbers ê satisfying r\ ^ ê ^ s (where r| is a positive number such that r| < E/2 U~1 ) and for any x e W, it is possible to détermine seS such that <x, b{s)) -c(s)^ f{x)~s
The exact values of/(x) and g (x) are not directly used: only an upper bound in the calculation of the supremum is necessary.
Assumptions
We assume that: (Hl) there exist xeWand co > 0 such that < x, b(t) > -c(t) g -co Jor all te U, (this implies the regularity of the constraints); (H2) the set: Note that the preceding set K is equal to the recession cône of all non-empty level sets:
Thus, the condition (H2) implies the existence of solutions for the problème (P).
The condition (H2) is also equivalent to:
where rico {b(T)) dénotes the relative interior of the convex huil of b{T).
As a conséquence of (H2), there exist aeR and xeR such that for all xeW:
teT teT
Application to best approximation problems
The preceding formulation includes the gênerai problem of best approximation in a fmite dimensional subspace with equality and inequality constraints. In this case, the function to minimize is: Subsequently, we will need the notion of minimal convex support of a linear subspace of E. This notion will be used not only relatively to F but also for other linear subspaces occuring in the algorithm. Every convex support contains at least a m.es., and using Caratheodory's theorem, one shows that a m.es. contains at most n -d+\ éléments. 
Minimization associated with a m.es.
Let A = { t^,. . ., t k+ x } be a m. c. s. of V, consisting of k +1 éléments such that >. Put:
and consider the problem (PJ of minimizing ƒ4(x) for x beîonging to W and satisfying g A (x) S 0. Put:
We dénote by W A the set of solutions of (P A ), i. e.
of éléments xeW satisfying g A (x)S0,a A =f A (x).
Then we have the following result, the proof of which is simple: the dimension of which is equal to l + k. Therefore, the dimension of W A is n -(/ + /c) and the solution of (P A ) is unique when k = n -l. As oc^ ^ a, the element x M will be an e-solution of (P).
A CONVERGENCE RESULT
The convergence resuit that we will state in this section corresponds, for the time being, to a theoretical algorithm, the use of which is not quite specified. We will need it, on the one hand, as a guide for the définition of the effective algorithm, on the other hand as a basis for proving its convergence. [what implies that x^ is an s-solution of (P)J.
Proof:
Firstpart: By theorem 2.4, we have:
For teÂ y , we have:
Hence:
and finally:
Second part: The following lemma is a property of the positive coefficients that are associated with a séquence of m.es. We will only use the fact that A", v=0,1,. . ., is a séquence of m.c. s. such that N is infinité. Let a (a ^ a) be its limit. First we show that there exists a positive constant s such that
teA-nS
It is equivalent to prove that C r\ S ^ 0 for ail v e N, sufficiently large. As a conséquence of (H2), [see (M) 
EXCHANGE THEOREM
The preceding convergence theorem shows that the sets Â v of new éléments should be such that it is possible to exchange them with a subset C v of A x in such a way that
The next theorem shows how to operate this exchange. Subsequently we will have to do this opération, not only relatively to V but also for other linear subspaces occuring in the algorithm.
Let "V be a d-dimensional linear subspace of E defîned by:
where D is a fînite subset of L u T. This theorem has been proved in [4] , It shows that it is possible to exchange with A x a non-empty part C o of A o , in such a way that: The coefficients pi(t), teÂ t = C 0 are positive with the sum equal to i.
Exchange theorem
Â o = (A o \ C o ) u A x
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Successive minimization
The convergence theorem ( §3) and the exchange theorem ( §4) lead us to consider the following sub-problem:
with teT This sub-problem can be solved by the algorithm described in [4] :
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Let A\ be a m. c. s. of V, with k\ +1 éléments, and dénote by h\ the polyhedral functional defined by:
t€A\ We consider the minimization of h\ (x) for x e Put: aï = min h\ (x).
xeW^o
The set W^ of solutions, can be written:
It is an affine variety, which is parallel to (V\) l t where V\ = &{b(t)\ teLu Al u Aï) is a / + ko + ^ï-<iimensional linear subspace of E.
The same construction can be repeated relativeiy to V\ : A\ is a m. c. s. of FJ, with k\ + \ éléments, h\ is the associated functional, a^ the amount of its minimum on W\, W\ the set of solutions, and We continue this construction until we have V m , = E, hence HF^ is reduced to a single point.
String of m.es.
The preceding construction leads us to the notion of a string of m. c. s. We consider the séquence of successive minimization problems associated with a correct string #:
the set of solutions W o of which is an affine variety parallel to VQ, and Oi= min max (/-(x); öf £ (x) i = l,. . ., m, the set of solutions W-x of which is an affine variety parallel to Vf. As V m = E, the affine variety W m is reduced to a single point x = x <ë that we will call the solution associated with the string ^. As x = x<# is a solution of the successive minimization problems, by theorem 2 .4 above and theorem 2. We can use these n + m + 1 linear équations for Computing the n + m-f-1 unknown x Xt . . ., x n , ot 0 ,. -., a m . By construction, this linear algebraic system has a unique solution.
Exchange opération in a string
Let We will say that we have exchanged A } -x and A 3 in the string c €.
Regular string
A string ^ = (A 0> . . ., A m ) will be said regular if each of the subsets A lt i = 0,. . ., m, has at least two éléments. Thus, if <$ is regular, the dimension of V x is strictly greater than the dimension of V t -X (i = 0 f . . ., m) and the integer m is necessarily smaller or equal to n -l -1.
If ^ is an arbitrary string, we obtain a regular string by taking away all the m. c. s. that are reduced to a single point. If A o is not reduced to a single point, this opération does not change the solution assocîated with the string as well as the amounts a t corresponding to the remaining m.es. A t .
ALGOKITHM
If s > 0 is the desired accuracy, let e t be positive numbers satisfying:
Description of the akjorithm
Suppose that, at the itération v, we have a correct and regular strinĝ v = {Al,. . ., A^v}, and dénote by x v the associated solution and by oto,. . ., oC the corresponding amounts. We define the integer j v by: Using again the exchange theorem, we then exchange A^_ x and A** in the string v (see §5.4). This leads to the new string:
Note that ÂJ v _ l cannot be reduced to a single point, for it contains A** and the string ^v has been supposed to be regular.
Third case:
Then, we have:
and this means that x v is an 8 0 -solution of (P) and we stop the algorithm. In short, if we put: and by définition of /c v = j v :
(c) The proof is similar to the first part of the proof of theorem 3.1. We will not give it hère.
